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Outsourcing Isn’t a Bad Word.
Your IT Team’s New Best Friend: 
Managed Services.

Managed IT Support



OUTSOURCING ISN’T A BAD WORD. YOUR IT 
TEAM’S NEW BEST FRIEND: MANAGED SERVICES.
Small- to medium-sized businesses generally 
don’t have the resources to fully support all 
their IT infrastructure needs. Even if your 
business has one or several in-house IT 
technicians on payroll, they are often so 
bogged down by routine daily tasks that their 
talent is wasted. These employees aren’t 
adding nearly as much value to your business 
as they should be. According to the research 
group Gartner, over 65% of IT budgets go 
towards tasks that do nothing more than keep 
the lights on. You are investing money that 
isn’t improving operations and efficiency, or 
enhancing security.

Today, Managed Service Providers (MSPs) are 
being used by businesses everywhere to cost-
effectively manage, service, and support their 
IT processes. MSPs are often called upon as an 
alternative to adding additional in-house staff. 
In this e-guide, we will explain how a hybrid 
approach that utilizes managed services, the 
cloud, and internal IT support can truly be 
the best of all worlds. They simultaneously 
help businesses achieve a greater ROI from 
their IT costs while allowing existing in-
house resources to be channeled into more 
important development roles.
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“In the past...cost savings were seen as the primary 
benefit of MSPs. Now, cost benefits are considered 
table stakes and customers are looking for additional 
benefits like generating revenue and helping the com-
pany become more efficient.” (CIO.com)

http://www.cio.com/article/2930498/it-strategy/why-businesses-are-turning-to-managed-it-services.html
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A happier, less 
overwhelmed in-house 
IT staff
Many of those never-ending tasks performed by
in-house support on a daily basis can be
automated and outsourced. While this might 
be interpreted as suggesting on-site staff is not 
necessary, that couldn’t be further from the truth. 
Your current staff can benefit from MSP services 
such as:

• Proactive management
• Remote monitoring
• End user help desk
• 24/7 network operations center
• Disaster recovery/business continuity 

solutions
• Security audits/updates

These services free your in-house staff from
many of the routine daily issues taking up most
of their time. Instead, they can focus on
meaningful jobs that create value for the entire
company. MSPs can remove the burden of
routine tasks from in-house support. With access
to the MSP ticketing and monitoring system, and
support from the 24/7 Network Operations
Center, in-house IT have help identifying and
addressing system issues before they become
business-disrupting problems.
Additionally, daily interruptions like constantly
having to run to Jane’s computer to see why her
system is running slowly can instead be handled
by the help desk.

Guided focus, direction, 
and prioritization

Working with a MSP gives existing in-house
support much needed focus and direction. MSPs

commonly offer a complimentary consultation
and network assessment that evaluates the

overall performance and health of your IT
infrastructure. From there, the MSP will

recommend products and services most
beneficial to current IT needs. The evaluation

helps internal IT determine what system
oversight and future planning they should be
doing. Any regular system maintenance tasks

can be performed by the MSP while in-house IT
can focus on processes that will drive down

costs or increase revenue.

Fewer instances of 
failure and human error

A high percentage of costly security breaches
are the result of human error. This is often

because IT employees are stretched too thin and
overlook vital security measures, such as

applying tested security patches or updating
anti-virus software programs. Working with a

MSP will eliminate much of the work overload
that often leads to system or security

vulnerabilities. Systems can be backed up in the
cloud for an immediate system restore if needed.

Many of the issues that become costly business
interruptions, such as downtime-inducing

hardware, software, and application failures are
completely preventable if they are detected early

and addressed promptly.
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“Before [managed IT service], we would try everything we could to fix a problem and everyone in the 
building would be frustrated. After switching, we just pick up our phones and press the Techvera button 
to speak with the help desk immediately. Or we can put in a service ticket from any workstation and 
include a screenshot of any error or virus message we may see. You being able to remote in and fix most 
problems within minutes is priceless to us. Managed services was attractive because I knew it would 
elevate our service.”
Dr. Lori Hill, Dove Creek Animal Hospital

Would you like a free managed services consultation at 
your business?

Contact:
Alex Hagag, Technology Consultant
alex@techvera.com
940-295-5129
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Many smaller firms have incredibly gifted 
and skilled IT employees that are burdened 
with way too many responsibilities, most 
of which are mundane and routine. 
These employees should be used to help 
determine how IT can be used to innovate 
and drive business revenues. 
IT can be a catalyst in the firm’s entire 
business strategy, but not if the staff is 
burdened with updates, troubleshooting, 
and putting out daily fires.
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MANAGED IT SERVICE CAN:

>  Free up your current talent for 
value-generating projects instead 
of repetitive, routine tasks.
>  Give your IT and management 
teams direction and guidance.
>  Ensure critical maintenance and 
security needs are being handled 
to keep your business protected 
and up-to-date.
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